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a b s t r a c t
A whole-cell based capacitive biochip (WCB) was employed for detecting nanotoxicity of different types
of carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The WCB was made of arrays of capacitors that were functionalized with living S. cerevisiae (yeast) cells through coupling on their cell-surface protein disulﬁde bridges. Cells-on-chip
were exposed to varying concentrations of single-walled (SW), multi-walled (MW) and double-walled
(DW) CNTs. Dynamic cell-surface charge distributions as a result of cell-CNT interactions on chip were
measured as change in relative capacitance under the applied AC-frequency. The WCB response provided a direct relationship between the integrity of cells-on-chip and their strong interaction with CNTs
by adsorption/adhesion. Cellular damages imposed by CNTs was determined based on the magnitude
of changes in relative capacitance against different types and concentrations of CNTs. Increasing toxicity experienced by cells-on-chip followed the order DWCNTs < MWCNTs < SWCNTs suggesting that cells
were severely affected by SWCNTs followed by MWCNTs and DWCNTs. The above results were further
validated through cell viability tests and ﬂuorescence assays using quantum dot conjugated cells that
enabled determination of the responses at the interface of cell-membranes against different types of
CNTs. The developed WCB can be extended to high-throughput screening of toxic nanomaterials (NMs)
in food and environmental samples.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Currently, over 500 consumer products in the market claim to
contain elements of nanoscience and nanotechnology with daily
new entries [1]. This market annually requires metric tons of
raw NMs, ranging from nano-sized metals and metal oxide particles to CNTs [2,3]. The demand for nanotechnology in medical
products was predicted to be around $18 billion in 2014 [1].
CNTs are unique engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) as they possess
enhanced physico-chemical properties, such as mechanical, thermal, or electrical conductivity that has attracted a great deal of
research interest for many potential applications [4]. CNTs and
other ENMs are produced in tons for incorporation in diverse
commercial products ranging from rechargeable batteries, automotive parts and sporting goods to boat hulls and water ﬁlters [4].
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Ever-increasing demand and utilization of these NMs ultimately
emerge as multiple different sources of their disposal into the environment, eco-system, water or food supplies, or they ﬁnd other
routes of non-voluntary entry into the human body [3,5]. Therefore, toxicity and risk assessments of ENMs’ have received much
attention. Currently, a complete understanding of the interactions
of nanostructures with biological systems is lacking and thus it
is unclear whether the exposure of nanostructures could produce
harmful biological responses.
Yeast can be an ideal choice as biological sensing element
to understand the harmful effects because of their rapid growth
and response to external stress (stimuli), such as by toxic ENMs
that may lead to altered cellular dynamics, including metabolism,
growth and cell surface charge distribution. Such responses can be
utilized to predict the toxicity impacts of chemicals on other living cells [6,7]. The toxicity response of cells is often determined in
terms of stress responses imposed by chemicals, such as CNTs. The
stress responses in cells primarily begin at the cell-surface, cellwall or membrane. However, the results from cytotoxicity studies
with CNTs and other NMs are often contradictory, mainly because
of the use of different forms, sizes and functionalization of CNTs [8].
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Additionally, use of different cell culture media [9] and a variety of
different cell types contributed to the complexity of CNTs’ toxicity
[10]. Such observations underscore the need for simple methods to
test toxicity of NMs on living cells [11].
To date, most traditional biological methods for in vitro and
in vivo toxicological studies of CNTs and other ENMs on microbial cells are based on cellular activity and proliferations. These
methods include growth and viability assays [12,13], proteomic
assays, reactive oxygen species (ROS) detection tests [14,15] and
molecular-level evaluations based on genetic responses [16,17].
Among all of the above methods, in vitro cytotoxicity methods
are currently employed, which required labeling with ﬂuorescent
molecules for detection. These methods are used as markers for
cell-viability and consist of procedures that provide results only at
a ﬁnal time-point [18]. The existing conventional analytical techniques reported in the literature usually require a lengthy and
time-consuming process and often produce false positive results.
Hence, there is a demand for a rapid, sensitive and accurate method
for assessing toxicity in cells. Recently, due to the advantages
of automation of ﬂuids and minimization of human errors, integration of a cells-on-a-chip (CoC) system is gaining importance
for nanotoxicity assessments. Micro-chip-based biosensors show a
promising future for monitoring cellular nanotoxicity as they allow
rapid, real-time and multi-sample analysis creating a versatile,
noninvasive tool that is able to provide quantitative information
with respect to alteration in cellular function upon exposure to
various NMs’ [19].
In recent experiments, chip-based electrochemical approach
was used to test the toxicity of ENMs. These approaches were based
on differential pulse voltammetry and electrical impedance sensing
(EIS) method [20–23]. EIS based whole-cell sensor reported assessment of NMs’ toxicity such as Au, Ag, CdO NPs and SWCNTs on
human lung ﬁbroblasts (CCL-153) and rainbow trout gill epithelial cells (RTgill-W1) [22]. All reported CoC-based approaches for
nanotoxicity assessment utilized Faradaic-electrochemical principle that requires a redox mediator/chemical reagent to generate
detectable signal which often leads to undesirable quenching
effects with NPs.
In this study, we designed a label-free and reagent-free WCB
chip based on non-Faradic electro-chemical impedance spectroscopy (nFEIS) method. WCB was successfully used to probe
the size and concentration dependent toxicity of SWCNTs, DWCNTs and MWCNTs as NMs models. The developed WCB capacitive
response was measured before and after the interaction of each
type of CNTs with cells on chip under applied AC frequency. The
WCB chip responses were validated through ﬂuoresce based assay
and cell viability measurements as a proof of concept.

2. Materials and methods

with a blue light excitation were purchased from Invitrogen Co.
(Dynabeads) and used as ﬂuorescent tags.
2.2. Fabrication of capacitor array chip
An array of gold interdigitated microelectrode based capacitors was patterned on SiO2 wafers (p-type, 0–100  cm resistivity,
1 0 0 orientation; University Wafers, USA) using standard photolithography. The wafer was cleaned thoroughly with isopropanol,
acetone and water simultaneously and then dried with N2 gas.
AZ5214E photoresist was layered on the wafer and image reversal was carried out using mask aligner and then it was baked at
120 ◦ C for ﬁve min. For better adhesion of gold, a 50–60 nm thin
titanium layer was ﬁrst deposited on the wafer followed by deposition of 200–210 nm thick layer of gold using direct current sputter
deposition. The deposition was carried out in presence of argon
gas with power of 150 W for 3 min. The dimension of each electrode was measured to be 800 m in length and 40 m in width
with a distance between two electrodes of 25 m. Each wafer contained 45 independent capacitors in arrays each made of 24 gold
microelectrodes within a total area of 3 mm2 .
2.3. S. cerevisiae cells culture preparation and cell surface
activation
Wild type S. cerevisiae cells were cultured in YPD-broth at 30 ◦ C
for 18–20 h and then the cells were harvested by centrifugation at
5000 rpm for 1 min. The preparation of cell culture and surfaceactivation of capacitor chips with free SH groups was used as
reported in the literature [24] and the detailed information is given
in SI.
2.4. Surface chemistry and immobilization of cells
The fabricated capacitor array was subjected to plasma cleaning followed by thorough washing with ethanol and ﬁnally dried
with N2 gas. To immobilize the TCEP treated yeast cells on
capacitor chip, ﬁrst the chip was immersed in 20 mM of ethanolic 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) and incubated overnight
at room temperature. After SAM formation, the chip was washed
2–3 times with water and dried using N2 gas. The chips
were then incubated with a mixture of 100 mM 1-ethyl-3[3-dimethylaminopropyl] carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and
50 mM of N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and 50 mM of cysteamine
for 3 h and thoroughly washed with distilled water. The surfaceactivated capacitor chips with free SH groups were then incubated
with SH groups of TCEP treated yeast cells (107 CFU/ml). The
whole yeast cells-immobilized-on-chips were used to study the
effect of size and concentrations of single, double and multi-walled
CNTs.

2.1. Chemicals and reagents
A wild type S. cerevisiae (BY-4741) (yeast) strain was used as
a model living cell in this study. Yeast extract, peptone, dextrose
broth/agar (YPD) media were purchased from Difco (MI, USA).
Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA),
1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl] carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), cysteamine, and
tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) were purchased from
Sigma–Aldrich, Germany. SWCNTs (outer diameter, O.D. × length,
L = 1–2 nm, 5–20 m) and MWCNTs (O.D. × L = 10–20 nm,
5–30 m) were purchased from Arry® , Hong Kong. DWCNTs
(O.D. × L = 5 nm × 50 m) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich,
USA. Triton-X 100 was procured from Merck, Germany. Qdot®
625 ITKTM carboxyl quantum dots having emission at 625 nm

2.5. Exposure of CNTs (SWCNT, DWCNT and MWCNT) to cells on
WCB
All three types of CNTs were suspended in freshly prepared PBS
solution in presence of 0.01% Triton-X to obtain a homogeneous
suspension of CNTs. Different forms of CNTs at varying concentrations from 0.1 ng/ml to 10 g/ml (0.15, 0.61, 2.44, 9.77, 39.06,
156.25, 625, 2500, and 10,000 ng/ml) were incubated on capacitor
chip. PBS solution containing only 0.01% Triton-X was used as control. The entire sensing area (3 mm2 ) immobilized with yeast cells
was incubated with a series of concentrations of CNTs as indicated
above in 5 l volumes for 1 h at room temperature. After incubation,
the capacitor chips were washed immediately with PBS solution
and dried using a N2 gun before measuring the dielectric properties.
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Scheme 1. Schematic of WCB for detecting cytotoxicity of CNTs.

2.6. WCB response measurement (impedance/capacitance)

2.8. Scanning electron and confocal microscopy

The impedance/capacitance responses of WCB were measured
before and after the exposure of CNTs and compared with control
by nFEIS. The capacitance/impedance responses were measured
after each step of processing as follows: (1) bare chips (to validate
the functionality of each capacitor), (2) chips immobilized with
yeast cells, (3) after exposure of cells on chip with varying concentrations/types of CNTs and (4) heat-killed cells on chip which
was used as a negative control. To measure the change in capacitance a Network Analyzer (Karl-Suss PM-5 RF Probe Station and
Agilent-8720ES), was used after pre-calibrating using SOLT (shortopen-load-through) method. A frequency range of 100–300 MHz
was applied to measure the capacitance/impedance values and the
data was exported to MATLAB® program for normalization and
analysis using Eq. (1) as described previously [25].

The morphological changes that occurred upon interaction
of yeast cells with CNTs were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (LEO Supra 35VP SEM). Confocal
microscopy images of QD bioconjugated yeast were observed under
a Carl-Ziess LSM 710 confocal microscope with 405 nm laser excitation, and the images were collected by using a 553–718 nm ﬁlter.

C − C0
× 100
C0

2.9. Fluorescence and cell viability measurement of
QD-bioconjugated cells before and after exposure of different
forms of CNTs
Interaction of different forms of CNTs with cells was studied
using QD-bioconjugated yeast and conﬁrmed by: (a) measuring ﬂuorescence emission from QD-bioconjugated cells and (b) viable cell
count (CFU). The detailed experimental procedure is given in SI.

(1)

where C is the actual capacitance after the interaction of CNTs with
yeast cells at a particular concentration and C0 is the capacitance
before interaction. A negative control experiment was conducted
using capacitor chip containing heat-killed yeast cells. For this, chip
immobilized with yeast cells (8 × 107 CFU/ml) were subjected to
heat treatment in an air-tight and pre-heated humid chamber at
95 ◦ C for 5 min followed by quickly freezing at −70 ◦ C for 5 min
and thawed at 25 ◦ C for 15 min. The above treatment process was
repeated thrice and ﬁnally the chip was dried using N2 gas before
taking measurements as negative controls. Technical and biological replicates (n = 3) were determined and the percent relative
standard deviations (%RSD) was calculated to be within 11%, and
the standard deviations were shown as error bars in ﬁgures.

3. Results and discussion
In this study, we developed a whole-cell based capacitive
biochip made of an array of interdigitated gold micro-electrodes
forming capacitors (Scheme 1). Arrays of capacitors were activated by forming a SAM layer of MPA that extended free COOH
groups for immobilization. Surface activated yeast cells previously
treated with TCEP to reduce cell surface S S bridges were again
activated by incubating with cysteamine. The SH groups of cysteamine formed S S bridges with SH groups on TCEP treated
yeast cells. The cysteamine arm on cell surfaces extended free NH2
groups that were utilized for covalent coupling of cells with COOH
groups of SAM layer on electrodes.
3.1. Density of cells interfaced on capacitor chip

2.7. Bioconjugation of cells with QDs
Bioconjugation of yeast cells with quantum dot (QD625 ) was carried out in two step reactions. (a) Free COOH groups present on
QDs were activated with cysteamine through covalent coupling to
give rise to free –SH groups on QDs. (b) The free SH groups of
QDs were allowed to form disulphide bridges ( S S ) on TCEP
activated yeast cell surfaces. The details of preparation of bioconjugates were followed as reported previously from our laboratory
[26].

Different cell concentrations of yeast cells (105 –107 CFU) were
immobilized on the capacitor chip to optimize the cell-density. The
capacitor surfaces immobilized with yeast cells were examined by
optical micrographs (Fig. 1a and b). We found that maximum cell
adhesion took place at 107 CFU that showed densely packed structures of cells on surface area of the gold interdigitated electrode. The
capacitive chip surface was further visualized under SEM to examine the intact morphology or architecture of the immobilized cells.
Fig. 1c shows the SEM image of densely packed cells on electrodes
that retained their native morphology and architecture.
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Fig. 1. Micrographs of WCB chip surface: (a) Optical image of MPA-SAM activated chips immobilized with yeast with concentrations of 8 × 107 cells, (b) a magniﬁed portion
of optical micrograph of an electrode and (c) SEM image of yeast cells immobilized on the surface of electrodes.

3.2. Response of WCB to CNTs (SWCNT, DWCNT and MWCNT)
Here, capacitance response of WCB was measured with respect
to three different types of CNTs (SWCNT, DWCNT and MWCNT)
at varying concentrations ranging 0.1 ng/ml to 10 g/ml. The electrical responses of WCB chip were examined by nFEIS against the
applied frequency range of 100–300 MHz (Fig. 2a–c). A frequency of
200 MHz was chosen to elucidate distinct responses of WCB against
different type/concentrations of CNTs (Fig. 2d). The relative capacitance response with respect to controls (only cells) and heat-killed
cells (HKC) were analyzed as negative controls (Fig. 2d). The relative
capacitive responses of yeast WCB was found to be dynamic with
each type of CNTs such as SWCNT, DWCNT and MWCNT at different
concentrations, respectively (Fig. 2a–c). The heat-killed cells on

chip however failed to respond to CNTs suggesting that the chip
responses were originated from living activities of cells after their
interactions with CNTs.
Relative capacitive response of WCB against SWCNTs was concentration dependent, ranging from 0.153 ng/ml up to 2500 ng/ml
(Fig. 2a–d). However, WCB exposed with MWCNTs and DWCNTs
exhibited response against maximum concentration of 625 ng/ml
and beyond this the cells on WCB chip response attained saturation (Fig. 2b–d). Change in relative capacitance responses against
CNTs could have occurred due to the toxicity imposed by CNTs
on yeast cells on WCB chip. Therefore, it is postulated that the
principle behind the determination of toxicity induced by CNTs
using WCB chip was based on changes in relative surface capacitance upon interaction of cells-on-chip with each type of CNTs at

Fig. 2. Capacitance response proﬁle with WCB chip as a function of applied frequency (100–300 MHz) when exposed to different concentrations of (a) SWCNTs, (b) DWCNTs
and (c) MWCNTs and (d) 3D plot of relative capacitance responses derived from WCB responses against SWCNTs, DWCNTs and MWCNTs at different concentrations from
0.153 to 10,000 ng/ml at 200 MHz.
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Fig. 3. SEM images of bare CNTs (a) SWCNTs (b) DWCNTs (c) MWCNTs, (d) yeast cells-on-WCB exposed with SWCNTs showing collapsed cell structure, (e) yeast cells-on-WCB
exposed with DWCNTs showing intact cell structure and (f) yeast cells-on-WCB exposed with MWCNTs showing partial collapsed cell structure.

their respective concentrations. Interaction of cells with nanotubes
induced damage to the cell membrane and thus resulted in change
in capacitance response of chip.
Additionally, change in cell surface charges could also be
explained in terms of polarization of cells surface charges before
and after exposure of SWCNTs, DWCNTs and MWCNTs. Here,
assuming that a complex cell structure is surrounded by positive
and negative charges that arise from the ionizable side chains of
the cell-surface protein structure [27]. The cumulative charges on
chips can be measured in terms of a molecular dipole moment.
Exposure of cells-on-WCB with different types of CNTs induce
cellular stress conditions and as a result the outer membrane of
the cells tend to rupture because of their physiochemical interactions with needle-like nanotubes, thus rendering an altered surface
charge distribution [28]. Therefore, any perturbations such as those
induced by different types of CNTs on cells would inﬂuence significant change in charge distribution that formed the basis for WCB
responses.

The negative capacitance response observed in lower concentration of SWCNT may be attributed to the accumulation of electrical
charges at the ends of SWCNT under an applied voltage (Fig. 2d)
[29]. In a previous study, increase in concentration of nanotubes
increases the van der Waal’s forces which enabled SWCNTs to
interact or pierce the yeast cells due to their needle like structures [26]. Other types of cells such as bacteria also possess a
positive afﬁnity to closely adhere to CNTs and get entrapped in
a CNT network has also been previously observed [30]. In this
study, the capacitive response with yeast cells-on-WCB upon their
interaction with SWCNTs showed severe toxicity levels as compared with those found with yeast cells-on-WCB exposed with
DWCNTs or MWCNTs (Fig. 2d). This could be attributed to one
or more of the following reasons: (a) direct contact of cells with
open ends of SWCNTs that might be a critical factor imparting
more cytotoxicity and cause damage of cell membrane [31,32],
(b) the electronic structure of SWCNTs also recently accounted for
its antibacterial effects, where loss of cell viability is correlated
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Fig. 4. (a) Confocal images of QD-bioconjugated yeast cells, (b) overlayed ﬂuorescence and bright-ﬁeld images of QD-cells and (c) ﬂuorescence emission spectra of QD-yeast
bioconjugates before and after exposure of 10 g/ml of SWCNTs, DWCNTs and MWCNTs.

with metallic SWCNTs fractions [33] and/or (c) SWCNTs could also
short-circuit the cells by forming a conductive bridge over the insulating bilayer of lipid and thereby discharging cellular energy to
the external environment. Further, the WCB capacitance response
was observed to increase with concentration of SWCNTs and MWCNTs, but this trend was not observed with DWCNTs (Fig. 2a–d).
Since SWCNTs provided large surface area compared with other
CNTs, the cells-on-WCB exposed to SWCNTs were therefore showing increase in capacitance responses. This result suggested that
SWCNTs were more toxic when compared with DWCNTs and
MWCNTs. Although, DWCNTs exhibited a moderate cytotoxicity
with consistent or static responses with concentrations from 0.610
to 625 ng/ml, but it exhibited a least cytotoxicity amongst all three
CNT types tested in this study. The mild cytotoxicity of DWCNTs could be attributed to the cell surface adhesion of DWCNTs
which is consistent to previously reported studies [34]. On the
other hand, capacitive response proﬁles of WCB against MWCNTs
showed increased dynamic response up to 625 ng/ml concentration due to its stronger attraction with cells that also caused mild
toxicity in cells or induce cellular damage by wrapping around
the cell surface. It was reported that MWCNTs tends to be more
ﬂexible and thus allow formation of a mat-like structure around
the cellular surface by wrapping and therefore cause mild osmotic
stress to the cells [35]. Based on the magnitude of change in relative capacitance response using WCB against different type of
CNTs, the increasing toxicity of CNTs was observed in the order
of DWCNTs < MWCNTs < SWCNTs.
3.3. Morphological study
Interaction of various types of CNTs on the surface of yeast cellson-WCB was examined by changes in cell morphology using SEM.
SEM images of SWCNTs, DWCNTs and MWCNTs and cells after
exposure of each type of CNTs (at 10 g/ml) were acquired and
shown in Fig. 3a–f. SEM images revealed that all three different
types of CNTs were able to interact with the cells depending upon
their afﬁnity which directly related to physiochemical properties of
each type of CNTs, such as the number of CNTs’ walls (Fig. 3a–f). Loss
of cellular integrity and deformation of outer membrane of the cells
upon interaction with SWCNTs was clearly observed (Fig. 3a). The

SWCNTs perforated the cellular surface and induced mechanical
damage on the cells (Fig. 3d). The cellular integrity was moderately
affected by the interaction of cells with MWCNTs as seen in SEM
(Fig. 3f), where MWCNTs appeared wrapped on the cell-wall and
therefore inducing less toxicity as compared with SWCNTs with
partial collapsed cell structure (Fig. 3f). However, DWCNTs did not
affect the cells and thus allowing the cells to maintain their native
structure (Fig. 3e). The above results are in good agreement with the
result obtained from WCB chip (Fig. 2a–d) as well as those reported
previously [26].

3.4. Fluorescence based assays and cell viability test and WCB
validation
QD-bioconjugated yeast cells were used to determine the toxicity caused by each type of CNTs (SWCNT, DWCNT and MWCNT) to
validate the WCB results. The QD-cells served as smart indicators
upon close interaction of CNTs at the interface of cell-membrane
that alter the ﬂuorescence emission originating from cell-surface
QDs. Fig. 4a and b shows the confocal ﬂuorescence and brightﬁeld images of QD-bioconjugated yeast cells. QD’s emission was
ascertained from confocal imaging that showed QDs were indeed
coupled on yeast cell surfaces and causing no detrimental effects
to the cells (Fig. 4a and b). The ﬂuorescence emission spectra of
QD-yeast bioconjugates were recorded before and after interaction with homogeneous suspension of 10 g/ml concentrations
of SWCNTs, DWCNTs and MWCNTs for 1 h. We here observed
signiﬁcant loss of ﬂuorescence intensity upon exposure of QDbioconjugated yeast cells with SWCNTs (Fig. 4c). However, a slight
quenching of photoluminescence or reduced ﬂuorescence intensity
in QD-bioconjugated yeast cells occurred after exposure of DWCNTs and MWCNTs. The changes in ﬂuorescence spectra signal upon
exposure of each type of CNTs as well as cell viability results (Supporting Information Fig. S1) was consistent with WCB chip results,
where SWCNTs exhibited signiﬁcant change in ﬂuorescence signal,
greater reduction in cell viability (70%) and enhanced capacitance
responses, respectively and thus validating that the developed
WCB can be successfully used for detecting toxicity induced by
CNTs.
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4. Conclusion
In this study, a whole-cell based capacitive biochip was developed for detecting cytotoxicity induced by different forms of CNTs
(SWCNT, DWCNT and MWCNT). This WCB utilized living yeast cellson-chip to determine the detrimental effects of SWCNTs, DWCNTs
and MWCNTs. The WCB response was highly sensitive to the type
of CNTs and their concentrations. The dynamic response of each
type of CNTs with WCB was shown to be dependent on their
physicochemical properties, including number of walls present in
CNTs. Thus, different forms of CNTs have different physicochemical
characteristics that mainly inﬂuence on their sizes due to varying
number of walls that signiﬁcantly affect the living cells-on-chip
(WCB). It was found that each type of CNTs has different extent
of causing detrimental effects on cells’ living activity based on
their mode of interactions, such as piercing, adhesion or wrapping
around the cells as has been observed by SEM. The WCB responses
were found to be dependent on the type of CNTs and followed the
decreasing order of toxicity of SWCNT > MWCNT > DWCNT suggesting that DWCNT was least toxic to cells. The WCB responses were
further validated using ﬂuorescence based assays and cell viability tests that were in good accordance with the developed WCB
responses. Therefore, the developed WCB could offer a versatile
tool for testing toxicities of nanostructures.
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